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working as tea sellers and car mechanics. Posh
Lexus-owners work as Uber drivers for spare cash.
“Will Saudis ever work as street cleaners?” columnist
Abdulhadi Al-Saadi recently asked in the daily Saudi
Gazette. “Some people will look down at this proposal...
They should know that nations only rise on the shoul-
ders of their own people,” he wrote. Last December,
residents of eastern Al-Ahsa region feted a handful of
young Saudis who swallowed their pride to do another
job long deemed dishonorable - working at a gas sta-
tion. “There is no shame in this work,” a gas station
customer said in a Snapchat video. “Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH) used to work as a shepherd.”

It remains unclear how many nationals have moved
into blue-collar jobs but the trend defies a popular
maxim among Saudis: “They (expats) work for us, we
don’t work for us.” “Saudis are moving into jobs histori-
cally dominated by expatriate workers,” said Graham
Griffiths, senior analyst at the consultancy Control
Risks. “The social stigma surrounding certain types of
manual or service-based labour has been strong, but
economic necessity is pushing many to take such jobs
regardless of their social status.”

Cultural attitudes to work are changing amid a major
retooling of Saudi Arabia’s lagging economy, with the
country seeking to wean citizens off government
largesse as it prepares for a post-oil era. Nearly two-
thirds of all Saudis are employed by the government,
and the public sector wage bill and allowances account
for roughly half of all government expenditure. Saudi
economist Abdullah Al-Maghlouth said the new econo-
my will push more Saudis to become plumbers, carpen-
ters and tailors, jobs that were acceptable decades ago
in the pre-oil boom era.

Meanwhile, the government’s push to replace for-
eigners with Saudi workers - a policy known as

“Saudization” - as well as a backbreaking expat levy
are driving a huge exodus of expats, who hold 70 per-
cent of all jobs. Official statistics show nearly 800,000
foreign workers have left the kingdom since the begin-
ning of 2017, creating what business owners call a “hir-
ing crisis”. An Indian diner said it was in trouble, unable
to secure work permits for its South Asian chefs, leav-
ing its expansion plans in limbo. The exodus has sent
the rental property market plummeting and cities like
Riyadh are dotted with empty storefronts and shopping
malls amid slack customer demand.

Some businesses implementing “Saudization” also
complain of a high rate of attrition and a displaced sense
of entitlement among more expensive Saudi workers
accustomed to different economic realities. A manager
at a refrigerator manufacturing plant that recently hired
dozens of Saudi assemblers and technicians said a
handful of them were found “sleeping in their cars dur-
ing working hours”. Many companies are reported to be
circumventing the policy by paying Saudi workers small
salaries to sit at home, effectively creating bogus jobs in
a malpractice termed “fake Saudization”.

The contentious policy is not driving down jobless-
ness among nationals. Unemployment among Saudis
rose to nearly 13 percent in the first quarter of this year.
The challenge, observers say, is not just to create more
jobs for Saudis but also to convince citizens to take
them. Flipping sizzling slabs of meat inside his food
truck, Ajmi said in the early days his business was a
one-man show. He did everything from dicing vegeta-
bles to handling the countertop deep fryer. He has since
hired two more Saudis and two Indian workers, but
recruiting Saudis willing to do the late-night job - from
9:00 pm until midnight - remains a challenge. 

A dazzlingly lit coffee and dessert food truck
parked next to his is also owned by a Saudi, but the
workers inside are all Filipinos. Ajmi said his success,
which also spotlights the kingdom’s nascent startup
scene, prompted him recently to buy another food
truck emblazoned with the “Mercedes Benz” logo -
which has added a new veneer of respectability to the
job. “Many people... were against the (food truck),”
Ajmi said. “Now they say: ‘If you have a job, let me
know.’” — AFP 
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start allowing small business accounts to communi-
cate through the WhatsApp Business application, which
has over 3 million active users. Chief operating officer
Matt Idema said at the time that the WhatsApp intends
to charge businesses in the future. 

Facebook also said yesterday that users on its name-
sake app and Instagram can now see the amount of
time they spend on the app each day and receive notifi-
cations when they exceed a self-prescribed threshold.
Users also can mute notifications from the apps for up
to eight hours. “We want the time people spend on
Instagram and Facebook to be intentional, positive and
inspiring,” the statement said. 

“Our hope is that these tools give people more
control over the time they spend on our platforms and

also foster conversations between parents and teens
about the online habits that are right for them,” it
added. Facebook said it was introducing a daily
reminder, whereby users are alerted when they reach
the time limit they set for themselves to spend on the
app. It is also introducing an option to deactivate
notifications on smartphones.

Facebook has in recent months introduced a string
of changes to its content, including a major plan earlier
this year to update its newsfeed to emphasize posts
from friends and family. That shift had prompted fears it
could drive away advertisers if people spent less time
on the social network. Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg had announced the changes in 2017, as his
firm sought to respond to accusations that it encour-
aged addiction to its platform.

Earlier this year, Zuckerberg said: “In 2018, we’re
focused on making sure Facebook isn’t just fun to use,
but also good for people’s well-being and for society.”
Since the measures were introduced, viral videos have
seen a significant drop in reach. The plan in turn saw a
5 percent drop in time spent on Facebook in the last
quarter of 2017. — Agencies 
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caricatures of the prophet. But when it comes to me,
they take away my right to choose how I want to
dress,” she said. “I have come to the realization that
Muslims don’t have the same rights as others. So much
of politics is hypocritical.” Sarah said that instead of
enabling Muslims to integrate Danish values, the ban
risked having the opposite effect of increasing segre-
gation. “When the mosque is one of the few places
where we can (wear veils), then I think the law will
mean that more people will go to the mosque.”

Despite its generic wording, the legislation is being
widely interpreted as discriminating against Denmark’s
Muslims and violating women’s right to freedom of
expression and religion. Critics, noting the tiny number of
Muslim women in Denmark who actually wear a niqab,
regard the law as largely a sop to increased anti-immi-
grant sentiment in the Nordic country. “If the intention of
this law was to protect women’s rights, it fails abjectly,”
said Fotis Filippou, deputy Europe director of human

rights group Amnesty International. “Instead, the law
criminalizes women for their choice of clothing - making
a mockery of the freedoms Denmark purports to uphold.”

Police said none of the veiled protesters would be
penalized since certain uses of face veils, such as to
exercise freedom of speech as part of a peaceful
protest, are exempt from the law. The justice ministry
explained that the ban would focus on women forced
by their families to wear veils, though it has been fault-
ed for vagueness in stipulating who would fall afoul of
it. Danish Police Union chief Claus Oxfeldt said he
would have preferred more comprehensive guidance on
how to enforce the ban.

“We need as thorough guidance as possible so we
don’t end up in situations where (police officers) don’t
100 percent know how to act,” he said. As an example,
he was unsure whether Asian tourists wearing anti-
pollution masks would be covered by the ban. France -
with the largest Muslim community in the EU - as well
as Belgium, the Netherlands, Bulgaria and the German
state of Bavaria have all imposed some curbs on face
veils in public. France’s controversial 2011 ban added
to a broader sense of alienation felt by many Muslims
and some evidence surfaced that it encouraged
assaults in the street on women wearing still legal
headscarves as well. — Agencies  
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YAMMOUNEH, Lebanon: The sun-soaked cannabis
fields are just out of reach of a nearby army checkpoint.
Its production is lucrative in Lebanon, but growers fear
legalizing its medical use could slash profits. The remote
territory surrounding the northeastern Lebanese town
of Yammouneh is blanketed in the potent plant, harvest-
ed and sold by powerful families. “All these red-shingled
houses around us have been built with marijuana mon-
ey,” says a local grower, speaking on condition of
anonymity to avoid legal troubles.

Lebanon bans growing, selling, and consuming
cannabis, but the underground trade developed over
decades into a multi-million dollar industry pumping
resin into other countries. Lawmakers are now consid-
ering legalizing its medical use, after the government
asked consulting firm McKinsey to study if doing so
could help bolster Lebanon’s faltering economy as part
of a broad reform program. But growers and distribu-
tors fear government regulation would eat away at their
revenue, or see bigger corporate players run them out
of business altogether.

“We don’t have a problem with legalization, but the
primary beneficiary must be the grower,” says
Yammouneh’s deputy mayor Hussein Shreif. He spoke
to AFP during a tour of the town, where many residents
are involved in the trade. Growers prefer the current
“free market” system, Shreif says, because they can sell
to “big traffickers to make 10 times more money”. “If
the state gets involved, the profit won’t be the same.”

Taking root 
Cannabis production blossomed during Lebanon’s

1975-1990 war, and authorities struggled to clamp
down on the trade after the conflict ended. Security
forces regularly bust attempted drug exports at Beirut
airport and have even gone to the source, destroying
thousands of acres of cannabis fields. UN-backed pro-
grams have tried to persuade farmers to switch those
fields into vineyards, with little success. Cannabis culti-

vators claim that no other crop can survive the arid cli-
mate of Lebanon’s eastern Bekaa. “If you tossed
hashish on a pile of pebbles, it’d take root. You see it on
the roadside and on piles of trash,” says the grower.

In Lebanon, cannabis is typically planted in spring
and harvested in September, then sun-dried for three
days, chilled and pressed. Yammouneh’s farmers say
they sell their product to distributors at an average of
$400 per kilo, more if it is of a higher quality.
Distributors then either sell to local consumers for sev-
eral times that price, or export it. In 2016, the United
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime ranked Lebanon as
the third main source of cannabis resin after Morocco
and Afghanistan, which are both much larger.

Lebanon’s exports go mainly to nearby markets in
Syria, Jordan, Egypt, Cyprus, Turkey, and even arch-foe
Israel. Some of those countries have legalized medical
marijuana, which can be used to relieve chronic pain or
anxiety, nausea among cancer patients, or symptoms of
epilepsy. While cannabis is usually smoked, for medical
purposes it can be consumed in pills or concentrated
oils. A growing number of governments are allowing its
prescription, including countries across South America,
Europe, and most US states.

‘Let us grow it’ 
The details of potential legalization in Lebanon

remain hazy, but growers are already setting a few con-
ditions. “If cannabis production must become legal, it
should at least be limited to areas it’s currently growing
in,” says Jamal Shreif, another local official in
Yammouneh. “If someone buying from us now can grow
it himself, then he’ll stop coming to us.” Residents of
Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley are also hoping that a legaliza-
tion bill would come with an “amnesty” for more than
30,000 people wanted on drug-related charges, says
the deputy major, Hussein Shreif.

The charges usually end in jail time, but earlier this
month a Lebanese army raid on a high-profile traffick-

er’s home in the Bekaa left him and seven others dead. It
came just days after Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri
announced lawmakers were preparing to discuss legal-
izing cannabis for medical use to boost the economy.
Lebanon’s economy has been in a downward spiral for
years, with political divisions paralyzing the government.

The outbreak of war in neighboring Syria in 2011
added to those woes, keeping tourists away and trigger-
ing an influx of refugees that strained services. Public
debt stands at $80.4 billion, equivalent to 150 percent of

GDP, the third highest worldwide after Japan and
Greece. “If you really want to legalise cannabis, then let
us grow it and export it,” says the deputy mayor. “Drug
traders could close out the public debt in a year.”
Lebanon is also ranked by Transparency International as
one of the most corrupt countries in the world, and
cannabis croppers fear that will seep into their trade if it
is regularized. “They’ve stolen everything in Lebanon -
there’s only cannabis left, and now they want to steal
that too,” says Jamal Shreif. — AFP 
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YAMMOUNEH, Lebanon: Workers cultivate plants at a cannabis plantation in this village in Lebanon’s eastern Bekaa Valley
on July 23, 2018. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: A picture taken on July 26, 2018 shows loose wires coming from a generator supplying homes with electricity
in a Baghdad neighbourhood to supplement the poor public power grid. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: As the stultifying summer heat sends Iraqis
in search of cool spots, restaurateur Ali Hussein pro-
vides sanctuary - even though it means hooking up to
an expensive generator. “The clients must be comfort-
able when they eat,” said Hussein, who stakes his repu-
tation on ensuring customers are constantly blasted by
air conditioning. Outside, temperatures at this time of
year can reach 50 degrees Celsius, sending demand for
electricity soaring.

But Iraq’s dilapidated power grid is unable to cope,
leaving business owners - and the few citizens who can
afford it - beholden to private supplies. Hussein forks out
225,000 dinars ($190) a month to the owner of a genera-
tor for a 15 amp electricity supply to his Baghdad restau-
rant. It’s the “gold” option, guaranteed to run uninterrupt-
ed. But the cost is more than some Iraqis earn. And for
most citizens, there is little escape from a heat that barely
abates even at night.

We have only “four or five hours of electricity” a day
from the national grid, grocer Mouthanna Mehdi told
AFP. Anger over the power shortages fed into deadly
unrest in July. At least 14 people were killed in street
protests that began in the oil-rich southern city of Basra
on July 8 and spread to other areas including Baghdad.

Like Hussein, Mehdi earns enough to pay for electrici-
ty from a generator. But he can only afford a five amp

supply. It’s “not enough to power all the lights and the air
conditioning at the same time”, he said. “Sometimes the
generators break down or stop when they run out of fuel,
which can damage our electrical appliances,” the 40-
year-old added. Generators are a regular fixture on street
corners in Baghdad and other major cities, often hastily
installed by small businessmen to exploit peak summer
demand. Tangles of wires protrude from the devices, dis-
figuring the city and sometimes causing electrical fires.
But as with every crisis, there are winners as well as los-
ers. If the power situation “was resolved, we would lose
our work”, said Hussein Kazem, who sells fuel to the own-
ers of generators.

Experts say supply of electricity falls at least 40 per-
cent short of demand during the summer. And a substan-
tial slice of the estimated $40 billion allocated to the
power sector over the past 15 years has vanished. Money
from public tenders has allegedly lined the pockets of
corrupt politicians and businessmen who fronted fake
contracts. In a bid to quell protests, Prime Minister
Haider Al-Abadi on Sunday fired electricity minister
Qasim Al-Fahdawi.

Fahdawi had been the architect of a privatization
program that was meant to herald electricity 24 hours a
day. Iraqis say the project worked well for a few months
in the zones where it was tested. But as soon as the
summer heat arrived, power cuts multiplied once more.
The authorities say they have upped electricity genera-
tion by nearly 50 percent to 17,000 megawatts since
2014. Ordinary Iraqis are skeptical about this figure.
“This is all lies and theft,” said Mazen, who fixes genera-
tors and did not want to give his full name. “The leaders
divert the money and hide it abroad. And when they say
the situation is improving, you can be sure they are
lying,” he said. — AFP 
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